INTRODUCTION

51
Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kp) is an encapsulated bacterium nowadays recognized as one 52 of the most challenging human pathogens due to the increasing rates of mortality and morbidity 53 associated with severe infections [hypervirulent (HV) strains] or with high rates of infections by 54 strains resistant to multiple antibiotics [multidrug resistant (MDR) strains] 1,2 . The capsule, an 55 extracellular polysaccharide matrix, is one of the most striking virulence mechanisms considered 56 essential for establishment of infection and for its protective effect against desiccation, phages 57 and protists predation 1 . Though it renders attractive properties as a target for vaccine 58 development, the success of immunotherapeutic approaches depends on a complete 59 understanding of bacterial surface structures circulating in the clinical setting 3, 4 . Whereas it is 60 known that the expression of specific virulence factors and capsular (K) types (mainly K1 and 61 K2) is related to severe infections caused by HV strains, much larger variation of capsular types 62 has been described among clinical MDR strains, providing a higher resolution than multilocus 63 sequence typing (MLST) and specific capsule-lineage associations that might be useful for typing 64 [5] [6] [7] . Variation on capsular (K antigen) and also other surface polysaccharides (such as O antigen) 65 has been traditionally used for Klebsiella typing. In fact, serotyping, established as early as 1926 66 8 , allowed the recognition of 77 serologically distinct capsular types (K1-K82) and much less 67 diverse O types (n=8, O1-O12) among the reference strains collection, deposited at Statens Serum 68
Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.
9,10 . The chemical composition and structure of capsular types 69 has been clarified essentially during the 1980's for strains from the reference collection, but 70 correlation with genomics data is recent and not always straightforward 11 . The lack of 71 practicability (complex and laborious) and availability (only at reference centres), and the 72 insufficient coverage of serotyping led to its almost complete abandonment in the past decades 1 . 73
Given the renewed interest in capsular polysaccharides to improve our understanding on 74 the pathogenic potential of Kp and infection control strategies, several genotypic methods have 75 recently been proposed to revive K-typing but there are several flaws that prevent their universal 76 application and coverage. Molecular methods to infer K-type from genomics data such as RFLP 77 of the cps locus (generating "C-patterns") or PCR targeting specific K-types (e.g. K1, K2, K57) 78 are technically demanding, have low coverage and/or are not suitable to detect variation in other 79 sites of the locus 12, 13 . K-type prediction based on allelic variation of loci (e.g. wzi or wzc) within 80 the capsule biosynthetic pathway (cps locus) constitute more rapid and simple approaches 14, 15 , 81 but the characterization of the whole cps and rfb (O-antigen biosynthesis) clusters by whole 82 genome sequencing (WGS) improved accessibility and precision, especially trough user-friendly 83 web-based platforms (Kaptive) 7, 16 . These in silico studies and those that followed uncovered a 84 series of novel surface locus (especially on cps), and at least 161 presumptive phenotypically 85 distinct capsular types (designated KL to differentiate from the reference K-types) 7, [16] [17] [18] . More 86 importantly, this data revealed the usefulness of K-variation as an epidemiological marker for 87 strain subtyping, encouraging the development of reliable, fast and high-throughput tools for K-88 typing 7, 17, [19] [20] [21] . 89
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy has been shown to detect surface 90 phenotypic differences linked to a variable composition on glycan structures that form part of the 91 O and K antigens, depending on the bacterial species [22] [23] [24] [25] . Considering that the capsule is the 92 outermost structure of Kp, we hypothesize that FT-IR spectroscopy is a reliable tool to detect 93 variations on Kp capsule composition, as observed for other capsulated bacteria 26, 27 . In this study, 94
we combined genotypic, comparative genomics, biochemical and phenotypic data associated with 95 the cps locus to assess the potential and robustness of FT-IR spectroscopy for identification of Kp 96 capsular types. The high congruence established between capsular genotypic and phenotypic 97 features of representative MDR Kp lineages circulating worldwide opens new avenues for a more 98 comprehensive understanding on K-type variation and evolution and supports the potential of the 99 methodology as an alternative fast and cost-effective Kp typing tool. The significance of the 100 results for K. pneumoniae typing and for a better understanding of host-pathogen interactions is 101 also discussed. 102
103
RESULTS
105
Molecular genotypic characterization of Kp K-antigen 106
There is a recent renewed interest on Kp capsular polysaccharides but the existing 107 methodologies for K-tying are suboptimal and even with the development of WGS approaches,there is a lack of genotype -phenotype correlation. In this sense, we associated genotypic capsular 109 data with FT-IR-based assignments and the biochemical composition of known capsule types to 110 assess the suitability of FT-IR spectroscopy to identify known K-types or predict the composition 111 of unknown K-types. 112
Our approach was validated on a collection of one hundred fifty-four well characterized 113 MDR Kp isolates that had been involved in local or nationwide epidemics in different countries 114 from Europe and South America spanning a long period of time (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) . These isolates were 115 selected to capture a diversity of capsule types encoded by main diverse Kp lineages from 116 different clonal groups (CG) that had been involved in human clinical infections and in the 117 expansion of extended-spectrum ß-lactamases (mainly CTX-M-15, SHV-12) and/or 118 carbapenemases (mainly KPC-type, OXA-48, VIM) ( Table 1) . The performance of different 119 cutting-edge genotypic K-typing methods will be compared with that provided by the phenotypic 120 method FT-IR spectroscopy. 121
122
Capsular assignment based on the genotypic marker wzi. First, capsular types were 123 inferred by sequence comparison of a discriminatory molecular marker (wzi) 14 . Considering this 124 molecular genotypic approach, the collection analysed encompassed 22 different wzi alleles, four 125 of which (wzi89, wzi200-202) were newly described and deposited at the BIGSdb-Kp Pasteur 126 database (http://bigsdb.pasteur.fr/klebsiella/klebsiella.html), and described meanwhile in other 127 studies 16 . According to the BIGSdb-Kp database, these wzi alleles are presumptively associated 128 with certain K-types (positive reaction with the sera from reference K-types) and/or KL-types 129 (which stands for the cps locus types obtained by WGS data, when available) ( Table 2) . In 130 precisely predict final capsule composition. It is also of remark that cps sequenced in this study 196 were identical (100-99%) to those reported in isolates from the reference collection or previously 197 deposited in public databases (Table S1) FT-IR spectroscopy detects variation on the vibrational modes of chemical bonds that are 216 exposed to infrared radiation, and when applied to bacterial cells provides a highly specific whole-217 organism fingerprint that reflects their biochemical composition. Hence, we evaluated the ability 218 of this methodology to differentiate the 19 Kp capsule types or other surface structures (isolates 219 with wzi151 or wzi200 were excluded since they included only 2 isolates each). We compared 220 spectra from all corresponding isolates obtained in the same experimental conditions, and 221
analyzed spectral variance by multivariate data analysis (see the section Methods for further 222 details selected for spectral data analysis. Considering that the capsule is the most variable surface 231 structure and that it is mainly composed of polysaccharides, spectral diversity was analyzed and 232
represented in supervised models considering K-types as classes. Two consecutive partial least 233 squares discriminant analysis (PLSDA) models were used to obtain the highest level of correct 234 predictions for all classes (15 in Model 1 and 7 in Model 2) (Figure 2a, Figure 3a) . In these 235 models we observed several well-defined clusters of isolates that were absolutely consistent with 236 the K-type. To further evidence that FT-IR spectroscopy differentiation is based on K-type 237 variation we developed an additional PLSDA model, now using STs as classes, instead of K-type 238 ( Figure S1 ). In this model, we observed also several well-established clusters that were 239 superimposable with those obtained for K-types when one ST harbored only one K-type distinct 240 from all the others identified ( Figure S1) . 241
242
Full K-type resolution in two PLSDA models. The analysis of PLSDA models considering 243 K-types as classes (a different K-type was assumed for isolates exhibiting wzi150) (Model 1), 244 fifteen clusters of isolates exhibiting 15 different K-types were perfectly distinguished with 94.8% 245 of total correct K-types predictions (Figure 2b) . These clusters included isolates with the same 246 K-type from different STs (e.g. isolates from ST11/ST147 with K64) and also isolates belonging 247 to O1 or O2 indistinctly (e.g. K64 isolates). In fact, O1 and O2 have highly similar structures that 248 cross-predictions and whose prediction rates were below 100% (n=7; K24, K17, K62, KL105, 253 KL106, KL110, KL112), were modelled independently using a second PLSDA (Model 2). 254
Results for Model 2 (Figure 3a) show that each seven K-types were distinguished and the 255 proportion of correct predictions improved (0.4-17%) for several of them (Figure 3b) . In fact, 256 lower prediction rates were observed in heterogeneous classes that included a priori a few isolates 257 that revealed a different phenotypic behavior (called "exception isolates") than that expected for 258 the respective class (Figure 3a; see below) . A purge of isolates revealing differences at both 259 genotypic and phenotypic level increased the correct prediction rates towards 100% (data not 260 shown). 261
The FT-IR-based typing method discriminated the 19 different K-types tested, supporting 262 differences in their final capsule composition or structure, including the biochemically 263 uncharacterized KL-types. It provided a resolution identical to that of whole cps sequencing for 264 discriminating closely related K-types (K14 and K64) or discrepant K-/KL-types (KL60, 265 KL112). Also, our data suggests that wzi150 isolates are KL163 or KL46 since they were perfectly 266 distinguished from KL27 isolates. Moreover, not only precise phenotypic-genotypic correlations 267 were established, but also this methodology depicted phenotypic differences in a few isolates 268 (8.9%; n=12/152, "exception isolates") that were not predicted by genome data. Some were 269 indistinguishable by wzi-based typing while others presented small differences in other sites of 270 the locus that could be neglected ( (Figure 3a) . Main differences in the spectra from the two 280 subgroups (arbitrarily designated as KL105-1 and KL105-2) were observed in the 1080-980 cm (Figure 4b) . Considering that the Wzi protein is 289 involved in the assembly of the capsule, it is possible that changes in this assembly might affect 290 the final capsule composition or amount 33 . Third, one K24 isolate (H1119) predicted by wzi 291 sequencing had recombinant K24/K39 cps locus (sequence was deposited in GenBank database 292 with accession number NXBL00000000). Fourth, FT-IR detected differences in 2 KL106 isolates. 293
An in silico analysis of 496 ST258 genomes by Kaptive (publicly available at NCBI) revealed 294 that 153 of them (31%) carried wzi29 that differed in the presence or absence of IS sequences 295 (IS1-IS3, +1588bp) in specific sites of the cps locus, suggesting the circulation of two KL106 296 variants. Thus, we hypothesize that the two clusters depicted by FT-IR for KL106 might represent 297 these two variants (data not shown). 298 Thus, our data demonstrates differences in capsule composition of main Kp K-types can 299 be reliably detected by FT-IR spectroscopy, which provides a resolution identical or even greater 300 than that of the most discriminatory genotypic-based K-typing method (WGS). 301
302
Correlation between FT-IR K-types and capsule biochemical composition 303
To unequivocally settle the basis for FT-IR-based K-type discrimination, we supported 304 the phenotypic differences detected by FT-IR spectroscopy with the chemical composition 305 available for capsule types. For this purpose, we represented the similarity of the spectra in a 306 dendrogram generated by hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and correlated the assignments with 307 In this study, we establish for the first time a framework to support FT-IR spectroscopy 378 as a quick, reliable and inexpensive phenotypic method for identification of Kp capsular types. 379
The multidisciplinary strategy used allowed clarifying the fundamentals for FT-IR-based K-type 380 discrimination, increasing knowledge on K-type phenotypic variation (especially on the newly 381 described KL-types), and validating the methodology for K-typing, outbreak management and 382 epidemiological surveillance of MDR Kp. 383
We demonstrated that FT-IR-based K-type differentiation relies on the distinctive 384 biochemical profiles obtained in the spectral region dominated by carbohydrates (W4, 1200-900 385 cm -1 ) 31 . It was further substantiated with whole cps locus analysis and correlated with the number 386 and type of monomers that make up the capsular polysaccharide, whereas the order and type of 387 bonds (alpha or beta) does not seem to influence K-type prediction. The same spectral region was 388 previously reported to be highly discriminatory for several bacterial species including other 389 relevant clinical or food pathogens such as Escherichia coli, Acinetobacter baumannii, 390
Salmonella enterica, Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus pneumoniae
24-26,34,35 . Some of 391 these studies have also pointed-out a correlation with variation on bacterial serogroups or 392 capsules, supporting the importance of surface polysaccharides as discriminatory biomarkers 22 . 393
In fact, the importance of surface structures (and especially the capsule on capsulated 394 bacteria) on evolution, pathogenesis and host adaptation of bacterial pathogens is well known. 395
However, full understanding on K-type variation has been hindered by variable drawbacks of 396 available methods for K-typing, and reawakened only with the burst of genotypic or genomics-397 based approaches 17, 36 . Nevertheless, the putative number of capsule types encountered varies 398 strongly with the method used. Up to now, there have been recognized 557 wzi and 120 wzc alleles 399 (http://bigsdb.pasteur.fr/klebsiella/klebsiella.html), the latter probably less affected by 400 recombination events. On the other hand, 161 cps loci (KL-) types have been predicted by whole 401 cps sequencing, which is twice the number of K-types initially recognized by traditional 402 serotyping techniques (77 K-types) 7 . In the absence of structural data on these new K-types, it 403 remains to be clarified if all of them correspond to biochemically distinct types and their 404 correlation with the 77 K-types of reference. Our FT-IR-based approach supports a specific 405 capsular structure for each one of the K-types tested, including many of the new K-types identified 406 among clinically relevant MDR clones, and also closely related ones (e.g. K14 and K64). In this 407 sense, FT-IR spectroscopy could be extremely useful in the phenotypic validation of the new 408 inferred KL-types and guide the selection of those to be characterized biochemically, a highly 409 desired goal 36 . In addition, our FT-IR-based approach unveiled phenotypic differences within 410 isolates considered from the same class (e.g. KL105 or KL106), whose significance is unclear 411 when only genomics data is considered, reinforcing the sensitivity of the method. In fact, FT-IR-412 based assignments suggested that these "exception isolates" should indeed be regarded as 413 independent classes for which a different capsular biochemical composition is predicted. The 414 frequency with which these phenomena occur in the clinical setting, the reasons underlying or 415 even their significance in the context of host interactions are unknown, but they seem to occur at 416 least occasionally 37 . 417
Currently, the correct prediction of K-types in Kp depends on a combined approach of 418 genetic markers, epidemiological data and/or comparative genomics of cps loci, which is not 419 straightforward, requires expertise and there is a gap between genetically-or serologically-420 defined K-types. Our data strongly supports FT-IR-based K-typing as a highly reliable alternative 421 method that might represent a promising K-typing diagnostic tool. In addition, the ability of In this study, we demonstrate an unprecedent resolution at a fast and low-cost rate of Kp 464 K-types at the phenotypic level, supporting FT-IR spectroscopy as a reliable cost-effective tool 465 for routine K-typing and for validation of genomics-based K-type predictions. By providing a 466 resolution identical or even higher than whole genome sequencing, it can be an asset for outbreak 467 management and also surveillance in well-known epidemiological contexts. Finally, the 468 multidisciplinary strategy used supports that our FT-IR-based approach might be extremely useful 469 to improve our understanding on sugar-based coating structures of high relevance for strain 470 evolution and host adaptation of a key bacterial pathogen. 471 472 473
MATERIAL AND METHODS 474
Bacterial Strains 475
One-hundred fifty-four well-characterized MDR Kp clinical isolates representing main 476
Clonal Groups (CG) circulating in different geographic regions (Brazil, Greece, Poland, Portugal, 477 Romania, Spain) for long periods of time (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) were selected to validate the approach. 478
Clonal relatedness among the isolates was evaluated by gold-standard and reference genotypic 479 methods (multilocus sequence typing and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis), depicting 13 STs 480 (representing 7 CG) and 35 PFGE-types. Most of the isolates were producers of ESBLs, acquired 481
AmpCs and/or carbapenemases, and were enriched in particular virulence factors, such as the 482 urease cluster (100%), type 1 and 3 fimbriae (99.4%), the yersiniabactin siderophore (ybtS) and 483 iron transporter permease genes (kfuBC) (64% and 37%, respectively), the latter with variable 484 distribution in the collection analysed. Details about the bacterial isolates included in this study 485 are summarized in Table 1 . 486
487
Genotypic and phenotypic characterization of surface polysaccharides structures 488
In all isolates, PCR and sequencing of specific genetic markers were used for genotyping 489 of K-and O-types. For the genotypic-based prediction of K-types, we sequenced a 447 bp 490 fragment from a highly variable region of the wzi, and occasionally specific wzy fragments 14, 15 . 491
Regarding O-genotyping, specific regions of wzm and wzt genes from the rfb cluster were 492 amplified for O1/O2, O3 and O5 identification. Furthermore, and additional PCR as performed 493 to distinguish O1 and O2 and its variants (designed in the wbbY loci unlinked to the rfb cluster) 494 10,17 . Additionally, WGS was performed for 8 isolates for which discrepancies between genotypic 495 and phenotypic features were observed. WGS was performed by Illumina MiSeq (2x300bp pair-496 ended runs, ~6Gb per genome, coverage 100x), and reads assembled using SPAdes version 3.9.0 497 (http://bioinf.spbau.ru/en/spades) and full cps locus further annotated with Geneious R10 498 software considering the nomenclature proposed by Reeves et al. 44 . The sequences of the 499 complete cps operon were deposited at GenBank database under the accession numbers 500 MG602975 to MG602982 and under the BioProject PRJNA408270.
501
Phenotypic characterization of surface bacterial components was performed using FT-IR 502 spectroscopy with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode, as previously described 34, 35 . Briefly, 503
isolates were grown on Mueller-Hinton agar at 37ºC for 18h and colonies were directly transferred 504 from the agar plates to the ATR crystal and air-dried in a thin film. Spectra were acquired using 505 a Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX FT-IR System spectrophotometer in the ATR mode with a PIKE 506
Technologies Gladi ATR accessory from 4000-600 cm -1 and a resolution of 4 cm -1 and 32 scan 507 co-additions. For each isolate, at least three instrumental replicates (obtained from the same agar 508 plate in the same day) and three biological replicates (obtained in three independent days) were 509 acquired and analysed, corresponding to a minimum of nine spectra per strain 35, 45 . 510 511
Spectral data analysis 512
All chemometric analyses was performed using Matlab R2015a version 8.5 (MathWorks, 513 Natick, MA) and PLS Toolbox version 8.5 for Matlab (Eigenvector Research, Manson, WA, 514 USA). Original FT-IR spectra were processed with standard normal variate (SNV) followed by 515 the application of a Savitzky-Golay filter (9 smoothing points, 2 nd order polynomial and 2 nd 516 derivative) 46, 47 . Prior to modelling with PLSDA, spectra were mean-centred. Due to the high 517 amount of generated data, a mean spectrum of each isolate (resulting from at least nine congruent 518 replicates) was considered in the analysis performed. Spectra were analyzed by a supervised 519 (partial least squares discriminant analysis, PLSDA) chemometric model using for 520 discriminatory purposes the region of the spectra corresponding to the carbohydrates vibrations 521 (W4, 1200-900 cm -1 ) 31 . PLSDA is a supervised method based on the PLS regression method. In 522 PLSDA models, we assign to each isolate spectrum (xi) a vector of zeros with the value one at the 523 position corresponding to its class (yi, ST or K-type), in such a way that categorical variable values 524 (yi) can be predicted for samples of unknown origin. Model loadings and the corresponding scores 525 were obtained by sequentially extracting the components or latent variables (LVs) from matrices 526 X (spectrum) and Y (matrix codifying K-types). In PLSDA, a probability value for each 527 assignment is estimated for each sample. The number of latent variables (LVs) was optimized 528 using the leave-one-sample-out cross-validation procedure in order to prevent over-fitting 529 considering only 70% of the available data (randomly selected). After optimization of the number 530 of LVs, the model was tested on the remaining 30% samples in order to assess the proportion (%) 531 of correct predictions for each class 35, 45, 48 . 532
The unsupervised method hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was also applied to 533 evaluate the spectral similarity between isolates (and eventually to correlate clusters with K-type 534 structures). The dendrograms were obtained using the Ward's algorithm and a preliminary 535 principal component analysis to ensure the robustness of the results. Thirteen components were 536 retained. The same preprocessing and scaling used for PLSDA was used for HCA. 
H1523 -KL105-2 (MG602980)
Deletion of 10bp in KL105-2 -premature stop codon (yielding a short protein)
